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Abstract

Nowadays, a multitude of ﬂight control computers and sensor systems are available to support research activities related
to testing various unmanned aircraft systems. Either for initial ﬂight testing of a newly designed aircraft or for retroﬁt
purposes, most ﬂight control computers oﬀer a wide variety of functionalities, with a clear exception of servo actuators
of ﬂight control systems. Due to similarities in underlying operating principles, paired with the knowledge and expertise
gained with monitoring and control, functionalities can be reused in Electro-Mechanical Actuators (EMA) dedicated for
bigger UAV’s and transport aircraft. Due to size restrictions, merely Commercially Oﬀ-The-Shelf (COTS) servos can be
chosen for present research UAVs. These COTS servos lack desired functionalities, like power consumption or position
monitoring. Having the ability to record such data would be beneﬁcial for research purposes. Moreover, there is no
commercially oﬀ-the-shelf servo actuator for small to medium-sized UAV’s, which would allow high conﬁgurability on
feedback and closed-loop control capability. The present work addresses this problem by introducing a novel actuator
control and monitor unit. Detailed design considerations and goals will be introduced along with the state of the
development. For validation of the functionalities and usability of the system, laboratory and ﬁeld test results will be
shown.
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1.

bility in terms of min/max positions and data feedback conﬁguration.

MOTIVATION

Small and medium-sized research Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are well suited for testing and prototyping diﬀerent
algorithms and scalable technologies, like ﬂight control computers or diﬀerent control algorithms of electro-mechanical actuators. Actuators commonly used in UAVs with a maximum
takeoﬀ mass (MTOM) of 40 − 100kg, are Commercial Oﬀ-TheShelf (COTS) servo actuators used in Remotelly Controlled (RC)
modelling. The beneﬁts of such servos are the low weight and
low cost, even at high torques. These servos are commonly
controlled in an open-loop manner via a single PWM signal.
There are variations on the market today [1, 2, 3], which rely on
BUS-like connectivity (CAN, SBUS) and are capable of giving
feedback, like shaft position to the user.
These servo actuators use a small Direct Current (DC) or Brussless Direct Current (BLDC) motor with an additional gear-train
and potentiometer for position feedback. With this conﬁguration, they utilize the same principles as electro-mechanical actuators used in manned transport aircraft [4]. From the COTS
servos, the majority feautures simple PWM inputs and no data
feedback. With digital interfaces like SBUS or CAN, it is already
possible to set minimum or maximum allowed positions [1, 2],
monitor actual position and life-cycle data [3]. However, there
is currently no COTS servo under 0.1kg with maximum 8.4VDC
operation voltage which would oﬀer position, current, and temperature measurement along with life-cycle data and conﬁgura-
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In the past, few initiatives have been carried out to enhance
the capabilities of simple PWM-driven servos by attaching custom external hardware for measurement and control [5, 6, 7].
These hardware, however, did only come with limited functionality, e.g. it allowed only measuring health-relevant data without
logging capabilities or enough computational power to process
the measured data in real-time, moreover, their installation required damaging the housing of the actuator to allow access to
the internal electronics.
In this paper, we show the design and development process
of an Actuator Control and Monitor Unit (ACMU) [8], which
can enhance the functionality of any COTS PWM-driven servoactuator. The control and monitoring functionalities are implemented on a small-size custom hardware running a Real-Time
Operating System (RTOS). On the monitoring side, the system
is capable of measuring current-consumption and input voltage.
Via an I2C interface, the deﬂection of the control surface, as
well as the adherent servo level arm deﬂection and the temperature of the servo can be measured. Along with the monitoring
capabilities, the system is capable of collecting overall run-time
information for the actuator and it is able to provide enough
computing power to run prediction- and prediction-analysis algorithms. Furthermore, all the measured data, alongside system
logs can be stored on an SD card, for later review or processing.
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aration and prioritization of diﬀerent functionalities. Hardware
libraries provide an easy-to-use high-level interface for peripherals.
Previous personal experience and studies showed [9, 10, 11], that
software development time can be highly reduced with proper
tools and high-level languages. On top of that, external studies
showed, that modern C++ can improve the design and eﬀectiveness of an embedded software [12, 13].
The main design drivers are brieﬂy summarized here.

On the control side, it can provide conﬁgurable serial (e.g. USB,
UART) or bus-like (e.g. CAN) input, and implementation for
custom closed-loop control algorithms.
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

This chapter explains the major design choices made during the
development process of the ﬁrst prototypes. First, the needs for
monitoring and control capabilities will be described, followed
by a description of the physical hardware requirements as well
as the description of the desired input-output interfaces and
considerations regarding software development.
Based on previous experiences [5, 7], monitoring of actuator parameters (e.g. temperature and position) during operation has
positive beneﬁts on the operation of a demonstrator. The measurement of the current consumption, for example, allows the
user to monitor the load on the actuator and deploy softwarebased overload protection. The ability to monitor run-time,
command and load information allows to develop and use early
maintenance and failure prediction algorithms.
From a control point of view, reconﬁguration of min/max and
neutral position can be useful in demonstrators which need a
high level of redundancy in given control surfaces. An ability to
deploy high level control algorithms can slightly change the dynamic performance of the actuator. On top of that, the ability
of turning on and oﬀ the actuator on demand - at startup operation, or in standby mode - can potentially reduce gear-wear
and damage during extended ground operations, by eliminating
the constant load caused by the weight of the control surface.
On the hardware side, the small form-factor is a key driving
factor, due to the normally available space around the actuators.
Separation of core functionalites into discrete hardware parts
increases the net size of the system, but allows for ﬂexibility
and reconﬁguration for diﬀerent actuators.
The ability to apply the system to a high variety of actuators
in a plug-and-play manner is mandatory. Causing damage or
replacing critical electronics on a COTS system, to enchance its
capabilities normally requires extensive manual work during the
installation process and leads to possible unwanted permanent
damage to the system.
Most available actuators of research interest provide a PWM interface as a control input, and all remote control and autopilot
systems have a PWM output. Thus, the PWM-2-PWM interface is mandatory. On top of that, UART-2-PWM and CAN2-PWM signal transformations are desirable as well to be able
to give feedback for online monitoring purposes. In addition, a
standardized USB connection to a PC is mandatory to provide
a clean interface for system updates and parameter changes.
A ﬂexible communication BUS interface for digital sensors like
angular position or temperature measurement is necessary. That
will allow a slim, and easy-to-extend interface for a high variety
of sensors.
To be able to manage conﬁgurations for diﬀerent systems, and
safely store measurement data and system log in any conﬁguration a local permanent data storage is desired.
Using a Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) and existing hardware libraries can drastically shorten the software development
time for embedded systems, by reusing normally needed functionalities. A RTOS provides a task scheduler, which allows sep-
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• Monitoring functions - position, power consumption, temperature, usage informations etc.
• High and low level control functions
• No damage on actuator/easy actuator replacement
• Can be applied to a high variety of actuators
• Distributed hardware design
• Variable input for control signals - PWM, UART, CAN
• Flexible sensor interface
• Local data storage
• Usage of Real-Time Operation system
• Usage of Modern C++
During development, open-source and cross-platform software
and technologies are prefered. This allow to use diﬀerent text
editors, IDE’s and operating systems, and still maintain a highly
cooperative environment.
3.

HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT

In this section, possible conﬁgurations of the ACMU will be
shown, followed by the introduction of the most important parts
of the hardware. Then, the limitations of the system will be
summarized. Finally, the sensor boards will be shown, which
serve as an optional extension in the design.
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Figure 1. High level block diagram of the ACMU system.
The ACMU as a system features a distributed design, with
functionalities decoupled as much as possible from each other.
The full system shown in Fig. 1, consists of the ACMU main
and interface boards, an analog extension board and at least
one Rotary Position Sensor (RPS) board. Diﬀerent conﬁgurations are possible based on the measurement requirements. The
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Figure 2. Top view of the ACMU v1.2 main board and interface
board.

Figure 3. Bottom view of the ACMU v1.2 main board and interface board.

ACMU (Fig. 2, 3) itself can measure power consumption and the
target position signal. One RPS board Fig. 6 can be connected
via I2C to have the actual position measurement as well. For
temperature and other analog measurements, the analog extension board (Fig. 5) is required. In case the deﬂections of the
controlled ﬂaps are required, the ﬂap-RPS boards (Fig. 6b) can
be utilized for multiple measurement point at the hinge-lines.
On top of that, other I2C capable sensors can be connected to
the existing bus.
The separation of main and interface boards allowed a ﬂat and
stacked layout. Depending on the available space and integration process, the one with better form-factor can be used. The
ACMU has to be connected in series with the servo motor power
and PWM line for monitoring but does not need to be placed
on or close to the actuator. If external sensor boards are being
used, the distance limitation is limited to the maximum length
of the I2C bus.
3.1.

layout. In future development, the two boards can be improved
separately if the interface is kept the same.
To increase the accuracy of the analog measurements, several
recommendations [14] were used. A voltage divider was used
to match the maximum measurable voltage to 3.3VDC reference voltage, an operational ampliﬁer(OPAM) was placed in
”following operation” mode, to drive the Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) and the ﬁlter. A low-pass ﬁlter was placed just
before the ADC inputs, to suppress high frequency noise. A
functional diagram can be seen in Fig. ??. A similar circuit was
used for the voltage and the current measurement as well.

Vref

OPAM

LPF

ADC

Figure 4. Functional diagram for analog voltage reading.

Main and interface boards

On top of that, a series of capacitors with values of 0.1µF , 1µF
and 10µF were placed after the 3.3VDC converter to reduce the
noise of the reference signal.
The layout of the board was designed in a way, to help during
manual assembly by using the silk-screen layer drawings to show
the diﬀerent functionalities. All part numbers and references are
visible and readable.

The core of the system is the ACMU main board and interface
board. The top and botton view of the ACMU board can be
seen on Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively.
The main board contains a STMF446RE Microcontroller
Unit (MCU), an SD-card slot, a Micro-B type USB connection, an input power switch to enable powering the device from
USB or the input voltage pinheader and Low-Pass ﬁlters for two
analog measurements. The interface board contains the conﬁgurable control inputs, the PWM output for the actuator, the
I2C interface connection for the external sensors, the current
and voltage measurement circuits and a digital switch for the
actuator power.
The main and interface board can be separated into two, and
connected together via 1.27mm pinheaders to form a stacked
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Voltage Divider

3.2.

Analog extension board

An analog extension board was developed to measure additional
analog voltages, and provide data via I2C to the ACMU board.
The analog channels are digitized on the board and their values
feed to the I2C bus. The low integrated design of the board
allows custom redesign for special applications. For proof of
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concept, the board shown on Fig. 5 was built to support two
analog measurement and an I2C channel connection.

(a) Front side

to mount close to the hinge-line of the actuator to measure the
actual position of the actuator surface.
The ﬂap version was designed with an I2C address converter on
board, to allow the usage of multiple AS5600 on the same I2C
bus.
A servo mounting assembly is shown in Fig. 7. Although, it
requires extra parts like the magnet holder, a ring magnet, the
RPS bracket and the RPS sensor itself, it gives a ﬂexible assembly, which can be easily used on most of the available servos.
The custom parts may be easily manufactured using 3D printing
techniques.

(b) Back side

Figure 5. Front (a) and back (b) side of the assembled Analog
Extension Boad.

3.3.

RPS sensors

For the measurement of the angle of the actuator shaft, the
AS5600 hall type magnetic rotary position sensor is used [15].
This type of angle measurement has several advantages over
other commonly applied techniques.
Namely, resistive potentiometers have limited lifetime due to
mechanical wear and can show hysteresis during operation. The
latter can increase over time due to wear or debris. The possibility of using an encoder based position measurement is not an
option due to the size limitation for required precision.
The main advantages of magnetic rotary position measurement
are the small size, linearity of the measured data and contactless
measurement. On top of that, using external sensors on the
actuator allows scalability over diﬀerent types, and does not
require opening the housing of the actuator e.g. to attach sensor
wires.

(a) Servo version

Figure 7. Servo mounting assembly for the RPS sensor.

3.4.

Limitations

The electrical, physical and input-output conﬁgurations are presented here.
The ACMU board can operate either from USB or from external
voltage up to 8.5VDC . The analog extension and RPS boards
are operating at 5VDC , and the ACMU board can supply them
via the power lines of the I2C connection. Table 1 shows the
physical dimensions of the two possible conﬁgurations of the
ACMU board with housing, and the dimensions of the external
parts. Table 2 shows the possible working conﬁgurations in
terms of control inputs and provided output data.

ACMU ﬂat
ACMU stacked
Analog extension
RPS actuator
RPS ﬂap

(b) Flap version

x
40
40
18
25
17.5

y
40
20
22
13
7.5

z.
11
19
8
3.3
3.3

Figure 6. Diﬀerent designs of the used rotary position sensors.
Table 1. Physical dimensions of diﬀerent parts, conﬁgurations.
The values are in [mm].

The same technology can be used to measure the position of
the control surface as well. This can be used as more precise
feedback for autopilots or to detect the failure of the linkage or
unwanted ﬂap movement.
One limitation of the AS5600 sensor is the I2C address, which is
ﬁxed. That allows easy usage and minimal additional hardware
but requires more parts if multiple sensors are desirable.
Currently, two PCB layouts exist for the RPS sensor. The ﬁrst,
the servo version shown in Fig. 6a, is meant to measure the
actuator shaft position, by mounting it over the servo rotational
shaft. The second, the ﬂap version shown in Fig. 6b, is meant
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4.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

This part focuses on the main architecture of the developed software and shows some key decisions, like programming language,
development environment and the used development practice.
The aim of the initial software development phase was, to have
a working prototype with suﬃcient functionality, and leave open
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Use of Test-Driven Development

Studies showed, that the usage of Test-Driven Development (TDD) in embedded systems can fasten up the development progress, by eliminating most of the compile-downloadtest cycles [19]. Among other positive eﬀects, software written
in a test-driven way will have a good module separation via
proper interfaces [20], which allowed to change modules or even
change the underlying operating system, if necessary.
For example, a simple control class was developed to allow the
control of the output PWM signal via messages over USB. Altough the initial eﬀort was high due to the need for developing
a test-harness which mimics some speciﬁc hardware dependent
libraries, adding and testing new messages and functionaliteis
proved to be minimal eﬀort. All parts of the class were developed without actually donwloading program to the MCU, thus
allowing immediate feedback after any changes of the implementation. The developed class was tested in a real environment as
well, when it had suﬃcient functionality, and it worked on ﬁrst
try as expected.

In the current state, the software is divided around its two main
functions of control and monitoring. The control part is responsible for driving the servo itself, based on the input PWM
signal. The highest priority thread is responsible for copying the
captured input signal to the output PWM generator. On top of
that, the architecture allows injecting a custom digital control
algorithm, to reshape the PWM signal.
The monitoring part is responsible for the collection and storage of the measurements. The data collection and storage parts
are separated into diﬀerent threads, and an asynchronous workﬂow is set up for smooth operation. Figure 8 shows a detailed
sequence diagram of the data acquisition design.
Data is requested from each sensor in a real-time thread with
5ms intervals. When all the data is available, a commaseparated string is created, which contains the new data set
and a time-stamp. The string is stored in a double-buﬀer conﬁguration. When one buﬀer is full, the buﬀers are swapped, and
the content of the full buﬀer is written to a ﬁle on the SD-Card.
With this setup, the PWM to PWM translation is done independently from other parts of the system, which allows having
a reliable control of the servo itself.

5.

LABORATORY AND FIELD TEST RESULTS

To make sure that all the designed hardware elements are working as expected, laboratory tests were conducted. The overall
goal of the development process was to have a working hardware, with minimal software which is reusable in early ﬂighttest. Hardware functionalities like CAN or the USB interface
were tested with individual software.
Each hardware interface was tested and internal and external

Use of C++

During software development, C++ was used to write the software for the MCU. That allowed the use of high-level language
elements like classes or polymorphism.
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Buffer

For example, the use of polymorphism allows the usage of the
vector class of the C++ standard library for collecting all the
available sensor classes and provides an uniform interface for
requesting data from the diﬀerent sensors. With this approach,
the overall source code only has to be changed at a single point
to allow the use of new sensors.
Although it is possible to use polymorphism in C as well with
function pointers, C++ does it in a safer and more understandable
way [10].
Modern language elements like constant expressions, auto,
enum classes, literals and initialization list are used extensively
to improve readablitly. At the current state, the high-eﬃcient
hardware resources like hardware buﬀers and DMA unit of the
MCU are not fully exploited.

The Mbed OS [16] is used as a RTOS. It has good integration
with the STM32 microcontroller family, good support for modern C++ , reliable documentation, and many available libraries.
Other free and open-source embedded operating systems were
considered as well, like freeRTOS [17] or the Zephyr Project [18].
The Mbed OS was chosen due to the reasons listed above.
The extensive external libraries and build in functionalities allowed to use of pre-build and tested functionalities like PWM
reading and generation or creation of a local ﬁle system on an
SD-card.

4.3.

Sensors

Figure 8. Sequence diagram of the data acquisition.

the design for further changes. With that, the system was ﬂightready within 6 months after the initial requirements were set.
Since then, new functionalities and improvements were gradually
introduced to the system without limiting the original capabilities.

4.2.

SDCard

Data request

Table 2. Possible conﬁguration of control inputs and outputs.

4.1.

Buffer
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measurement data were collected for comparasion. Here, only
relevant results will be shown. All the test and their conﬁguration can be read in Thibault W. Bitenc Master Thesis [8].
5.1.

better calibration on the software side (gain and oﬀset compensation), and minimal ﬁltering is needed to have an accurate
measurement, despite the eﬀort made on the hardware side.

Laboratory tests

5.2.

The input voltage measurements were validated against the
measurements of a multimeter. The results can be seen in Fig. 9.
It is clearly visible, that the measured voltage by the ACMU is
diﬀerent from the target voltage. However, the ﬁtted regression
line shows good linearity along the individual points.

Field tests

After the laboratory tests, a series of ﬂight-tests were conducted
with a stable software version, which had all logging features
enabled.
For the ﬂight, only the ACMU board was used. The board was
connected in series to the PWM and power line of the elevator
of a Bixler hobby glider [21]. With that, reference signal and
power consumption measurements were made in ﬂight. During
the test, three consecutive ﬂights have been conducted. The
system was powered on and oﬀ between ﬂights.
During the ﬂights, no additional delay was experienced by the
pilot. A new log ﬁle was created for each ﬂight, and all the
expected data were properly logged to the SD-card.
The measured values can be seen in Fig. 11 from the third ﬂight
in above mentioned conﬁguration. From the consumed current
and the target position measurements, unexpected load cases
can easily be identiﬁed. From system startup, it took about 3
minutes to check the correct operation of the system and to
do the required manual adjustments. The actual ﬂight lasted
approximately 8 minutes.

Figure 9. Input voltage measurement validation.
The position feedback from the RPS sensor shows acceptable
results. On the raw data, ﬁltering is required to reduce the noise
of the internal ADC of the AS5600 sensor. In overall, with digital
actuators, the 0.5−0.1 degree accuracy is achievable. Figure 10
shows the reference and measured position.

Figure 11. Data recorded during test ﬂight-test. The actual
ﬂight starting at 7.5 minutes.

6.

The original work in which the ACMU was developed [8], focused mainly on hardware development and preparing a reliably
working prototype. Due to that, the development of several
high level or complex functionalities was not addressed yet. For
example, the utilization of DMA, standard USB connection, permanent memory, software conﬁguration changes via conﬁguration ﬁles or the system log have not been implemented or only
been developed partially.

Figure 10. Position feedback results against input reference signal of a Hi-Tech D980-TW actuator.
In general, there was no post-processing used on the measurements of the board. It is clear from the laboratory tests, that
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FUTURE PLANS
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The built-in DMA of the MCU could be used for automatic data
sampling into an n long buﬀer, which can serve as a moving
average ﬁlter for n samples with low computation cycle. Similar
buﬀering could be used for all the measurements with individual
buﬀers.
At current state, there is one sampling frequency used for every measurement. Individual sampling frequencies would allow
to use the right sampling for each measurement based on the
applied technology and sensors. Along with the individual ﬁltering, dedicated sampling frequencies would allow to implement
an over-sampling and ﬁltering measurement approach, which
will yield well ﬁltered data already on the MCU.
Due to the standard USB interface, easy connection to any PC
is possible, which can allow functionalities like ﬁrmware update,
parameter reconﬁguration or accessing the data logs. An easyto-use cross platform application can be developed, to allow
semi-technical users to operate an ACMU, without the need of
any development equipment.
Any modern system which keeps usability in mind, is capable
of reconﬁguration with minimal user eﬀort. The basics of such
functionality are available on the current system, but not developed yet. Potential usage could cover the settings of minimum,
maximum and neutral positions of the actuator, maximum operation temperature, data sampling frequencies, usable sensors
types etc.
If the internal permanent memory is used, the ACMU would
be able to start and run without an SD-card and still keep a
dedicated conﬁguration.
An operation or system log is a proved method for long term
monitoring of the functionality of an embedded device, which is
not reachable via some terminal application. Such a log will be
usable not just during the further development process, but to
prove the reliability of the system as well.
Future plans for these sytems include functionality extensions
like the implementation of model-based observers for increased
measurement accuracy [22, 23], and usage in the DG-800 S [24]
UAV available at our Institute.

6.1.
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Figure 12. Current test conﬁguration for the DG-800 S in a
woodbird setup.
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Figure 13. Planned test conﬁguration for the DG-800 S in a
woodbird setup.

7.

CONCLUSION

A novel hardware platform was developed for in-ﬂight operations
to monitor and control a simple PWM-driven UAV actuator.
The developed hardware and software were successfully tested in
a laboratory environment. On top of that, a series of successful
ﬂight tests were conducted with the ACMU board connected to
the elevator servo of a hobby glider.
Based on the early results, the ACMU as a system can be a
beneﬁcial extension in the overall life-cycle of a research aircraft. Its extensible sensor interface can be helpful to install
additional measurements with minimal eﬀort onto an already
working system.
On top of that, it proves to be a versatile platform for control and monitoring functions dedicated for electro-mechanical
actuators in UAV applications.

DG-800 S retroﬁtting

A framework is developed for the purpose of helping the
retroﬁtting process of the DG-800 S research UAV, with ACMU’s
for the primary control functions. The base of the framework is
a wooden platform, where all the equipment can be placed and
connected, in an easily accessible manner. It consists of four
actuators with one ACMU each, an SBUS capable receiver and
a Raspberry Pi as shown on Fig. 12. A planned future conﬁguration is shown in Fig. 13, where a CAN-converter is intended to
be used to communicate with the ACMU and provides interfaces
to a Raspberry Pi and an RC receiver.
The framework is intended to be used as an integration and test
platform, ﬁrst for prooving safety and steadiness of the basic
functionalities, secondly before introducing any new functionality to the ﬂyable demonstrator itself.
Developing such a platform can help to gain knowledge and
experience with the system, and keep the actual aircraft unoperational period as short as possible.
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RPI

ACMU

8.

Glossary

ACMU Actuator Control and Monitor Unit
ADC Analog to Digital Converter
BLDC BrushLess Direct Current
CAN Controller Area Network
COTS Commercially oﬀ-the-shelf
DC Direct Current
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